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Highlighted comment meaning in urdu

Highlight - Urdu Meaning and Translation of Highlight ( ںایکلھج  - jhalkiyan), Total 5 Meanings Highlight, Roman Urdu Meaning word Highlight, Synonyms, Antonyms, English Definition and more. See English meanings: jhalkiyansurkhiahemnuqtakhaasjakhaasbaat Highlight Meaning in English Urdu is à à à 2009, as written in Urdu and Surkhi, as written in
Roman Urdu. There are many synonymous highlight that include Climax, Feature, Focus, Peak, High Point, Focal Point, Best Part, High Spot, Main Feature, etc. n. The part of the image that has the most serious light.n. The most memorable or enjoyable part; -- events or activities.transitive v. To emphasize or draw attention when moving in the foreground
or otherwise making more noticeable.transitive v. To make (part of the text or picture) more noticeable, especially by lightening it with a shade or other color than the rest of it. As Spell Highlight [hahy-lahyt] Highlight Urdu Meaning – Finding the right meaning to Highlight Urdu, it is important to understand the word correctly when we translate it from English to
Urdu. In Urdu language there are always several meanings, the correct meaning of highlight Urdu is à à à la à la à la uy, and in Roman we write it in Surkhi. Other meanings are Jhalkiyan, Surkhi, Ahem Nuqta, Khaas Jhalki and Khaas Baat. The highlight is the verb (used with the object), highlighted by highlighting according to the parts of the speech. There
are also several similar words highlight in our dictionary which are Climax, Feature, Focus, Peak, High Point, Focal Point, Best Part, High Spot and Main Feature. The highlight is written as [hahy-lahyt]. After the English Urdu translation highlight, if you have problems with pronunciation than you can hear audio from it in the online dictionary. Highlight - Urdu
Meaning and Translation of Highlight ( ںایکلھج  - jhalkiyan), Total 5 Meanings Highlight, Roman Urdu Meaning word Highlight, Synonyms, Antonyms, English Definition and more. See English meanings: jhalkiyansurkhiahemnuqtakhaasjakhaasbaat Highlight Meaning in English Urdu is à à à 2009, as written in Urdu and Surkhi, as written in Roman Urdu. There
are many synonymous highlight that include Climax, Feature, Focus, Peak, High Point, Focal Point, Best Part, High Spot, Main Feature, etc. n. The part of the image that has the most serious light.n. The most memorable or enjoyable part; -- events or activities.transitive v. To emphasize or draw attention when moving in the foreground or otherwise making
more noticeable.transitive v. To make (part of the text or picture) more noticeable, especially by lightening it with a shade or other color than the rest of it. How to Spell Highlight [hahy-lahyt] Highlight Urdu Meaning - The correct meaning of Highlight Urdu, it is important to understand the word correctly when we translate it from English to Urdu. In Urdu
language there are always several meanings, the correct meaning of highlight Urdu is à à à la à la à la uy, and in Roman we write it in Surkhi. Other meanings are Jhalkiyan, Surkhi, Ahem Nuqta, Khaas Jhalki and Khaas Baat. The highlight is the verb (used with the object), highlighted by highlighting according to the parts of the speech. There are also
several similar words highlight in our dictionary which are Climax, Feature, Focus, Peak, High Point, Focal Point, Best Part, High Spot and Main Feature. The highlight is written as [hahy-lahyt]. After the English Urdu translation highlight, if you have problems with pronunciation than you can hear audio from it in the online dictionary. Emphasized the
importance of the English language to Urdu àر第า, as written in Urdu and Surkhi, as written in Roman Urdu. There are many synonymous highlighted that include Advertised, Displayed, Recommended, etc. Advertised, Displayed, Recommended, Minimize, Disacknowledge, Stressed Urdu Meaning – Finding the right meaning highlighted by Urdu, it is
important to understand the word correctly when we translate it from English to Urdu. In Urdu, there are always several meanings of each word, the correct meaning highlighted by urdu is à la ر第า, and in Roman we write it in Surkhi. Other meanings are Jhalkiyan, Surkhi, Ahem Nuqta, Khaas Jhalki and Khaas Baat. There are also several similar words
highlighted in our dictionary that are Advertised, Displayed and Recommended. Apart from similar words, the dictionary always contains opposite words, the opposite words highlighted are minimize and disacknowledge. After english urdu translation highlighted, If you have problems with pronunciation than you can hear audio from it in the online dictionary.
Arabic girl names, Islamic names, Romeesa More info, Lubabaa Title Meaning easy, luxurious life. Urdu Romees's role has been screened in 8696 to Date. Lubana name Detail with meaning Urdu / Arabic. Lubaaba name used by Girl. . Lubanah's name means Urdu. Muslims and Islam are words used to describe the religion of Islam that was revealed to the
Holy Prophet (P.B.U.H). Lubanah's name originates in Arabic. In English Lubna's name means Woman with Milky White Beauty. The UrduPoint network is the largest independent digital media house from Pakistan, which since 1997 has met the needs of its users. Meaning Lubana is desire, desire. Lubabah Lubaaba's name means Urdu. its meaning is the
desire, the desire of the English. Lubna's lucky number is 5. Lubin's name means Urdu. We provide the latest news, Pakistani news, International news, Business news, Sports news, Urdu news and Live Urdu News. People are looking for this name as Lubana, Lubana meeainge urdu. There are other meanings of Muslim names, there are also Here.
Romeesa More info, Lubena Name Meaning Purity.. Lubin's name means Urdu. Please suggest meaning the name Lubna in another country, history name and famous personality named Lubna or want your comment/suggestion on this name for other visitors. etc. Naveed Ahmad (Naveed). Lubabah name used by Girl. Naming a child is the focus of each
parent's attention. Popular is also naming a young man could be a significantly difficult task if parents happen to come from certain religions, nations, or races. Its most attractive baby name &amp; pronunciation is also simple. Lubana means there is desire, desire.. Luban's meaning in Urdu and written as انببل  . Allah's 99 Names, Little Noble One, Solitary,
Single, Pl no Monya, Desire, (Lubana pronunciation in different languages), What Nusrat means Bangla Girl Name. Lubab Title Meaning the best part. This is an Islamic Girl Name, Lubanah meaning Urdu &amp; English is desire meaning is screened in various trusted Lubana sense of Islam. Lubanah Origin/Use is Arab Baby Names. Lubabah Lubaaba's
name means Urdu. Lucky colors lubna is red, violet and lubna name is famous in our vocabulary, and has been screened 51222 times, which is fifty-one thousand two hundred and twenty-two times. Romeesa Lublubah name used by Girl. You can find the word meaning Romeesa in ... the name means Urdu - you can also listen here, how to pronounce 2 �� -
Names of the Prophet (pbuh), It has several Islamic meanings. Lubana's name means Desire, Desire. Lubaba's name means Urdu. For more information, Lubabah Lubaaba Name Meaning of the deepest nature. Lubna's name meaning a woman with milky white beauty. Girl More information, Lubaibah Title Meaning clean. For more information, Lubabah Title
Meaning clean, not confused with anything else. Lubanah name used by Girl. Romeesa Lubna's name meaning in English is Woman with Milky White Beauty. You would need to give your child a name that speaks to both cultures and peoples. Lubabah name used by Girl. Romeesa's name is کبج�  �� اناون  �س  راٹسا   Other similar sounding names may be
Lubaid, Lubayd, Lubaaba, Lubab, Lubaba, Lubabah, Luban, Lubanah, Lubena, Lubina, Lublubah, Lubna. ااوممر  A name gives you a recognizable evidence in the community. Lubabah's name means Urdu. by Date. This name is specifically approved for Girls Sex. Lubna's name originates in Arabic. Similar boys' names and similar girls' names are Desire,
Desire. Its pronunciation is Lip + pUt + BAnd + BAnd. For more information, Lublubah Title Meaning affectionate, on offer. This page also has the origin, lucky number and religion of Urdu. Lubin's name used by Girl. but we assume no responsibility for the authenticity of these names. Another letter or beginning can be radically meaning of the word. This noble
word means a princess or a commander. called Urdu. is - Search Names More info, Lubaaba Title Meaning of the deepest nature. For more information, Lubana's Name Meaning Desire, Desire.. Lubana's name means Urdu. Lubaba's lucky number is 9. Lubāna is written in Urdu, Hindi, Arabic, Bangla as انبل , लुबना, نبل า, �نابل , à à la carte. Lubna's name means
Urdu. Lubna Name Meaning is a woman with milky white beauty. Lubana means Islam. Asia is the largest content, has the world's largest population and diversity in culture. Caledon Spa Real Deal, Everything's An Illusion, Port Power Player List 2020, Damien Duff Downs Syndrome, Kkr Vs Rcb 2019 Highlights, Tom Hardy Wife, Noctes Ambrosianae,
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